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WEATHER
Today: Partly Cloudy
High 86, Low 71
Saturday: Mostly Sunny
High 90, Low 72

The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924
VO Lm-fE 88, NO. 2

Goodbye
Validation
Stickers,
Hello New
ID Cards
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Students no longer have to
hover ·over their 1n~boxes or
wait in lengthy .lines for a validation sticker each semest,er
because the University has done
away with the old system and
replaced it with a new system,
which the Class of 2008 were
the first to adourn.
Along with the official
Howard messenger bag given
to all freshmen, the latest telltale marker that easily identifies
new st1.1dents is the new Howard
ID card. Unlike the Capstone
card given to students in previous years, the 2004 ID is vertical with blue artwork and an
information chip that allows the
card's use to be ell.1)anded, and
new features have been added.
"I like the new IDs that
my class got," said freshman
music education major Damien
Emilien. "I think they look better and they are sturdier."
While new students enjoythe
.perks and fresh look of the redesigned card, returning students
should not expect to receive the
new IDs in the near future even
if their Capstone cards are lost
or stolen. For some students,
getting one of the new IDs is not
a priority.
"Knowing Howard, it will
take at least two years for everySee ID CARDS, News A3

Howard
Builds
Research
Center
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

University faculty will soon
be able to expand their resumes,
as Howard is preparing to open
the Howard University Research
Building (HURB I), the firs t of
its kind on Howard's campus, or
any historically black college.
Across from the Shaw/
Howard meb·o stop, the 50,000
square-foot building, formerly
a nursing home, now houses
Howard's latest addition. The
HURB I is scheduled to open in
late September or early October.
HURB I is a major achievement
of the University's Strategic
Framework I and II, headed by
University Interim Provost and
Chief Academic Officer Richard
A. English, Ph.D.
"We created this opportunity to bring faculty together
from across the campus," said
English. "We want interdisciplinary works and relationships
created. It is all of our hope to
enhance research opportunities
for students as well. If students
are not involved, we fail."
For the many students who
battle for housing, parking and
See RESEARCH, News A6
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The Hilltop Ranked Number One College Paper
BY CHARREAH JACKSON

"This ranking did not just occur,"
said Jannette Dates, dean of the John
H. Johnson School of Communications.
'!It happened because of the students
who wor'k so hard to get the paper produced every Tuesday and eve1y Friday,
and always on time. This University is
making great strides. It's a good tin1e to
be at Howard."
The first place acknowledgment was
largely the product of The Hilltop staff of
the 2003-2004 school year.
"The staff and I really put our lives
and college careers on the line to produce [the paper) each week," ~aid Josef
Sawyer, last year's editor-in-chief. "Being
ranked number one by Princeton is p¥oof
that the paper isn't only respected by its

Asst. Campus Editor

The Hilltop's eff01t to fulfill its
role as the student voice of Howard
Univei;sity has not gone unnoticed,' as
seen by the publication's recent ranking by the Princeton Review. Featured
in the review's The 357 Best Colleges,
2005 edition, The Hilltop took first place
for best university newspaper with the
University of Mexico, Brooklyn College
and Tuskegee University following close
behind.
Because The Hilltop is produced
completely by students, the paper's
ranking is based solely on the work oi
The Hilltop staff.
·

students, but by those outside of the
campus boundaries."
Yanick Rice Lamb, a journalism professor at Howard, is the adviserlfor The
Hilltop and offered her expertise and
skill to the staff throughout t}{e 20032004 school year, while continuing to
allow students to maintain full reign of
the paper.
"It's wonderful that students continue to give The Hilltop high marks and
that it reached the number one spot tl1is
year," said Lamb. "This is the result of
the staffs hard work and commibnent.
I'm proud of them, but I'm expecting
even greater things in the future. The ba1·
must continue to rise."
The paper's recognition also itnpact-
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Punch Out Reopens After Remodeling Mugging
at Shaw/

BY MELANIE R. HOLMES
•

Campus Editor

t

. I: .

The
Chick-fil-A
cow
pumped one hoof in the air
while tapping another on the
floor and swinging his waist
from left to right. Dancing •
to music played by DJ Sixth
Sense from 93.9 WKYS at the
Punch Out's grand re-opening
on Monday, students also displayed enthusiasm fo.r the new
three-restaurant eatery.
"I've seen some people
come in here with their mouths
and eyes wide open," said Kieai
Morris, the Punch Out's marketing manager. "It's a very
big success. Everyone is just so
happy."
Costing the University
$i.5 million, workers began
reconstruction of the 6,400square-foot Punch Out shortly
after last year's graduation
ceremony, and finished about
~la~a GllU0.n1·St.1n()I' l,.ottl bJ11or
three weeks ago. Students can
now choose from Italian food, Students enjoy the newly renovated Punch Out and believe It ls a vast improvement from
chicken or the usual burgers the eatery's previous conditlofi. With state-of-the-art televisions sprinkled throughout the
Punch Out, students can watch TV from almost anywhere in the restaurant.
and fries.
"Tbe architects talked
to students last summer and of a wireless Internet connec- Sytonia Letsome, a junior said sophomore international
asked them what they wanted," tion, a stage area for perfor- political science major. "And business major Emmanuel J.
Morris said. "They wanted a mances and a videogame sta- it's better because if you try Lartey. "It's inviting because
Chick-fil-A and Pandini's. We tion. Compared to the for- to do your work, there's extra it's bigger and brighter, but the
wanted to try to keep burgers mer cafeteria-style Punch Out, light in here."
booths could be a little bigger.
so we came up with Sky Ranch with one food station and a big
Other students feel that They're a bit tight."
screen television, students are while the new Punch Out is a
Grill."
Some students believe
pleased
overall
with
the
new
The Punch Out also feavast in1provement from its pre- the 200 seating capacity is an
eating
accommodations.
tures three high-tech plasma
vious condition, a few minor inefficient amount to meet the
"There
are
'IVs
in
every
screen and projection moniadjustments are necessary.
corner
so
you
can
see,"
said
tors, with the eventual addition
"The whole area is nice,"
See PUNCH OUT, News A3

Howard
Metro
BY ROBIN DAVIS AND JOI
GILLIAM
Hilltop Staff

Around
10:30
p.m.
Wednesday, two people were
mugged at gunpoint at the corner of 51h and R Streets NW,
at the Shaw-Howard Metro
Station.
Police officials said that
three African-American males
mugged the victims, an unidentified male and female. Once
bystanders became aware of the
crime in progress, the suspects
fled the scene. They ran through
the 8th Street entrai:ice to the
Howard-Shaw Metro Station
and exited tllt'ough the Howard
University entrance. They then
discarded the gun into a field a
few yards away from the metro
station. The suspects, local area
residents, are now in police custody.
This incident, along with
others in the past, may cause
Howard students to change their
views on security for the campus
and surrounding areas.
Following the robbery,
sophomore biology major Portia
Adams, exited the metro staSee MUGGING, News A6

Students Question Mase's
Credibility as a Minister
BY MELANIE R. HOLMES
Campus Editor

Students welcomed back
rapper-turned-minister Mason
"Mase" Betha from his fiveyear retirement at a meet-andgreet in Cramton Auditorium
last Friday.
Hosted by
Ente1tainment Power Players
(EPP), the Bad Boy Records
artist signed autographs, with
messages such as "J esus cares
about you" to promote his new
album "Welcome Back," for
two hours. Along witl1 a similar message, Mase gave a cell
phone number where he could
be reached to Erica Pinkett, a
freshman psychology major,
with "don't talk" written below.
As a result, some students
question Mase's credibility as
a minister.
According to an article at
www.allhiphop.com, Mase said ·

he was given a chance to start
life over as a new being by joining the ministry.
"After a soul stirring vision
from God, [where I saw) Mase
leading souls to hell, the exrapper now returns as Pastor
Mason · Betha:, leading souJs
to Christ," he said, referring
to himself in third person. He
now plans to incorporate ministry into his music, but sdme
students are not sure whether
that is his only intent.
When escorted by security out of the auditorium and
into an escalade around 5 p.m.
Friday, fans crowded the side
of the vehicle pleading for
autographs and pictures. Mase
rolled his window down halfway and signed a few handbills
until the path in front of the
vehicle was cleared of pedesSee MASE, News A7

Chmt11.h Jx.. \(lln·A'''- C"ampu' Editor

's linky Blink (right) ac.c ompanied older brother Mase as he signed posters and posed for pictures for his supporters at a meet-and-greet in Cramton Auditorium last Friday.

INSIDE
Find out who
the new Chief of
Police is..

ed students · who -read the paper each
week.
"It makes me even more proud to go
to Howard," said Jarrah Hamer, a sophomore business management major.
"My peers' accomplishn1ent speaks to
the type of talent Howard has to offer. I
have always liked how informative The
Hilltop is. The paper gives us, as students, a place to express our opinion."
The Hilltop was not the only facet
of University life included in Princeton's
Review for 2005. Placing directly after
Florida Agricultural and Mechanica,l
University (FAMU), Howard placed second in the category of "Long Lines and

Find out about the
changes at the Law
School ..

()an you cekbrate
too much? ...
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Police Chief Reginald Smith Leaves Howard
Thomas has used his newly acquired
authority to make a few changes in
assignments so that more officers would
be available to patrol ca1npus. In addiChief of Campus Police, Reginald tion to putting more officers on campus,
Smith retired from his position on June Thomas plans to fill staff'vacancies, rede30, 2004, citing personal reasons as the sign the patrol strategy to target areas
where campus security is most needed,
cause for his depa1ture.
"He left because he had some fam- and improve the overall customer service
ily issues that he had to deal with," said of the Campus Police Department. He
Wendell Sutton, associate vice president also looks forward to placing more offifor administration. Sutton could not cers on bikes, scooters, and foot, in hopes
go into any fwther details because of of making security more personable.
Campus Police may have to convince
employee confidentiality. However, he
did say that Smith gave plenty of advanced many students, who are still skeptical of
notice, so the "Police Department was pre- the department's ability to improve.
"I have not noticed any more secupared for his exit.
"The chief moved on," Sutton said. rity around," said Adidi Alnazi, a sopho"We have done what we had to do to more political science major. "Campus
make sure the campus stayed safe and police are trying to do a lot, but I have
not seen them accomplish much. I don't
secure."
To maintain security on campus, see any difference from last year, it may
Deputy Chief Lawrence Thomas was even be worse."
Some officers are wary of the changappointed to serve as interim police ch;ef
in Smith's absence. When former Chief es that Thomas is making. Officer A.
Smith arrived at Howard six years ago, he Williams feels that "it's been too many
brought Thomas in to serve as his Deputy changes, too many times." Williams
Chief. Although surprised when Smith complained that officers are having a difannounced he was leaving the force, ficult time adjusting to changing work
Thomas was not shocked when selected schedules due to their new shifts.
Thomas responded to these critito serve as Interim Police Chief.
"It just meant taking on more respon- cisms by stating that new shifts allow
sibility than I already had," Thomas said 66 percent of the available police force
about his new job. As interim police to work every day, with the exception
chief, he now has the ability to make of Thursdays, when 100 percent of the
changes in the department. "Mr. Sutton available police force is working. "We
told me I have full authority to move this knew [changing schedules] would be an
department forward as I see fit," Thomas inconvenience to some, but it would benefit more," Thomas said. According to
said.
BY AYESHA RASCOE

EWS
How do you
feel about
The Hilltop
being the
number one
collegiate
•
newspaper in
the nation?

Yennick Medina
Sophomore
International Business
''It makes me proud.
It's another thing to add
to the list of Howard's
accomplishments."

Hilltop Staff Writer

Lawrence Thomas was appointed the position of interim Chief of Police after
former Chief Reginald Smith retired for personal reasons in June.

•

the interim chief, the changes now allow
over half of the workforce to get at least
part of the weekend off.
It is not clear how long Thomas will
serve as interim police chief. Currently,
administrators are exploring prospects
in the D.C. metropolitan area and else-

where, as well as considering making
Thomas's interim post permanent.
Thomas says he will accept, if offered
the position pennanently. He went on
to say, "I think I can contribute to the
[growth and progression] of the university from a security standpoint."

Howard Loses Beloved Psychology Department Chair
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

Gerrik Whittington
Sophomore
Mathamatics
''I think it's
commendable, keep up
the good work !"

Tia Good:)on-Stafl Phut<~r.iphcr

\1cCuirc t•unrral lfor.lc

Students and faculty will miss Dr.
Albert Roberts who passed away age

58.

Staff within Howard University's
Department of Psychology began the
school year knowing their days on the job
would never feel quite the same as the
department's chairperson, Albert Roberts,
Ph.D., recently passed at age 58.
On Wednesday, July 22, Roberts died
of natural causes, and was found in his
home, just a day after completing a full
day of work. He was busy preparing for
the new school year and working to enroll
students in graduate school. His death
was a shock for those who knew him,
including his wife, of 35 years, and two
sons.
"He gave overrides to every student
who asked, saying he could not deny students who wanted to learn," said Shareen
Wise, a senior psychology major. "It
was obvious that he was extremely student orientated, as he taught his classes
in an easy going manner, keeping the
atmosphere sociable which helped us to
learn."

Promoted from assistant professor,
in the Department of Psychology, to the
department's chair in 1999, Roberts left
a definite mark on Howard in his 33-year
tenure. A native of Baltimore, Roberts
graduated valedictorian of his class at
Coppin State College, and became the
first African American to earn a Ph.D.
in psychology from Emory University in
1971.
"Dr. Robe1ts loved to watch people
become their best," said psychology professor Dr. Jules P. Harrell, who became
interim chair of the Department of
Psychology upon Roberts' passing. Dr.
Harrell expressed that Dr. Roberts would
be thoroughly missed throughout the
department, as well as a1nong the students.
Some of his other contributions to the
University include faculty adviser fo1 the
Howard chapter of Psi Chi, the national honor society for psychology, and his
involvement with the Alpha Chapter of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. He was a
lifelong member of the Greek organization and a charter member of the Delta

Delta chapter of the fraternity at Coppin.
"For those who didn't get the chance
to meet and know Dr. Roberts, I would
say they missed out on a really great guy,"
said Phillip Duffy, a senior psychology
major and member of Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. "You could talk to him
about anything, not just class. He would
always come to the aid of the fraternity
whenever we needed him. He would take
the time to really talk to students, even
if he didn't have it, he would take the
time."
Services for Roberts were held July
28, in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel.
With all chairs and aisle space filled,
undergraduate and graduate students of
years past and other mourners stood outside on the sidewalk to hear the eulogy.
The University counseling center is
available to help any student having difficulty coping with the loss of Roberts
and a memorial ceremony is in planning
for students to attend. In lieu of flowers,
mourners were asked to donate towards
the scholarship fund set up in Roberts
name.

Advisers Leave Void in
Transfer Students Convene
School of Communications
BY MELANIE R. HOLMES
Campus Editor

BY AYESHA RASCOE
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jazminne Wynn
Sopho1nore
Political Science
"It's about time, we
definitely deserve it. We
should have been #1 a
long time ago."

Reshawn Batchelor
Sophomore
Mechanical
Engineering
"it's a fact you can
use as an attention
grabber."

In preparation for her May graduation, senior broadcast journalism major
Kaylan Reid entered the Academic
Adviso1y Center expecting to talk with
her adviser, but instead discovered her
adviser was no longer employed at the
University. Reid found out the hard
way that John H. Johnson School of
Communications advisers Tori Blackwell
and Trevor Leiba, left the school to pursue other career opportunities.
Reid was not very surprised by the
departure of the two counselors.
"It seems like eve1y other semester
someone is leaving," Reid said. "You are
supposed to have [an] adviser here to
advise you. It seems unfair."
Reid was directed to speak with
Sandra Gaines, who is serving as adviser
for seniors in the John H. Johnson School
of C01nmunications. Underclassmen are
directed to their major's depa1tment
chairperson, in the absence of Leiba and
Blackwell.
Although Reid is just one of many
students with adviser frustrations,
Jannette Dates, dean of the School of
Co1nmunications, feels the registration
process has gone well in spite of the
school's losses.
"Vve brought in [former counselors]
to help us over the hump, and it has
worked wonderfully, without any hitches," Dates said.
In addition to former counselors,
graduate students, the school's student
council and other staff me1nbers helped
with registration.
"People rallied," Dates said. "Even
though student council helps with regis-

tration every year, this year they pitched
in with even nlore vigor. We have wonderful people."
Faith Ohai, a freshman public relations major, agreed with Dates. Ohai
felt that people in the Advisory Center
were very helpful. While she acknowledged that some students were having
difficulties registering, Ohai feels that
the administration has everything under
control.
As students react to Leiba and
Blackwell's departure, many students
wonder why the advisers left and where
they are now. Leiba is now working in
Howard's College of Pharmacy, Nursing,
and Allied Health Sciences in a role he
tentatively calls Director of Academic
Affairs.
"It's a difficult move, emotionally,
but better career [wise]," Leiba said. In
his new position Leiba still helps students
register, but he also works on acaden1ic
policies, course schedules, and coordinating academic advising among departments within the college. Although Leiba
did not know when he. accepted his new
position that Blackwell would also be
leaving the School of Com1nunications,
he does not regret the timing of his decision.
"It [would] never be a good time
for me to move,'' he said. Leiba felt that
he had to embrace this opportunity
for career advancement when it arose.
Though he is no lQnger in the Academic
Advisory Center, Leiba is still helping
Gaines in the registration process over
the phone and in the Academic Advisory
Center.
While Leiba still works for Howard,
See ADVISERS, News A6

Shayla Humphrey, the association's
corresponding secretary, said the main
goal of H.U.T.S.A. is to allow transfer
students to make a smooth transition
from their old school to Howard.
"Whenever you come to any school
as a transfer student, you're kind of
caught in between," the junior speech
communications major said. "You're not
a freshn1an but you're still new. You need
so1neone to let you know what's going on
and help you get acclimated."
Many transfer students found the
orientation to be helpful and were able to
express con;iplaints about the University,
as well as receive advice about concerns
with parking, credits and classes.
"I was worried about my credit situation, so they helped me prepare for
what I'll be going through,'' said Michael
Manigault, a junior political science and
economics double major.

Michelle Cody felt less than welcomed to the University when she transferred last fall, which has become the
norm for transfer students.
She was not guaranteed housing and had to make off-campus living
arrangements once she arrived from San
Francisco. She had a difficult time meeting other students as a result of living
outside of the dorms, and without an
orientation, she lacked information most
new students to the University find useful. Dissatisfied with Howard's treatment
of transfer students, Cody took action by
sta1ting t11e Howard University Transfer
Student Association (H.U.T.S.A.).
"I was playing around and said we
should sta1t our own organization for
transfer students," the junior economics and administration of justice douSeeTRANSFER,NewsA3
ble major said. "We (Cody and friends)
were just talking about all the things
the University doesn't do for transfer
.....
..!
students. It all started off as a joke and
escalated into something real."
After putting up flyers and hosting meetings last spring semester,
H.U.T.S.A. officially became a student
organization on June 30, 2004.
"It was about me being very persistent and getting our name out there,"
Cody said. "We're here to tell transfer
students that we're here, it's ok."
To start the year off, H.U.T.S.A.
planned an orientation week to meet the
specific needs of transfer students, first
by holding a transfer student information session and other related events.
"President Swygert spoke at the
brunch," Cody said. "It was an excellent . J ordftn Colberl·A"' Pholo l'dllor
way for transfer students to get to know H.U.T.S.A. gather on the Yard before
the administration."
taking a trip to the National Mall.

=e -

While
We Were
Away ...

HUSA PROFILE

HUSA President Conrad Woody
HUSA Vice-President Freda Henry

BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

May
United States military personnel come under investigation
as information surfaced about
prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib
prison, in Baghdad.
On May 17, Bill Cosby
sparked a debate on the state of
Black America when he spoke
out against the ills that plague
many black communities. At a
dinner commemorating the so th
anniversary of Brown v. Board
of Education, Cosby spoke about
the lack of parenting within the
black community and the need
for parents to take more responsibility for the actions of their
children.
June
Former
United
States
President, Ronald Reagan succumbed to his decade-long battle with Alzheimer's disease.
Howard
alumnus,
and
United States Senator Edward
Brooke received the 2004
Presidential Medal of Freedom.
Howard alumna, Phylicia
Rashad received the 2004 Tony
Award for leading actress in the
Broadway adaptation of A Raisin
in the Sun, making her the first
black woman to receive such an
award.
R&B icon, Ray Charles died
at age 73 after complications
stemming from liver disease.
Fahrenheit
9/11-Micheal
Moore released his controversial
film analyzing President Bush's
activities before and after the
September 11th attacks. Critics
accused Moore of using hate tactics to jeopardize Bush's presidential campaign.
The transfer of Iraqi power
to an interim government was
completed two days before the
June30 deadline. The announcement came as a surprise to media
outlets and the public.
August
i98os funk singer Rick
James died of natural causes in
his California home.
After San Francisco recognized same-sex marriages
for thousands of gay and lesbian couples, the California
Supreme Court voided all samesex unions, ruling that the city's
mayor Gavin Newsom stepped
out of his boundaries when he
allowed them.
Sow·ces: HowaT"d.edu and
cnn.com
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Name: Conrad Calvin \Voody, Jr.
Classification: Senior
1\-tajor: Political Science
Age: 21
Hometown: Columbus, OH
Life Motto: "It's not the position in which you
stand, but the direction you 're moving."
Goals beyond HU: To become the United States
Senator
Interests outside of school: Piano, organ, bass
guitar, drums, movies, sports
Other campus activities: College of Arts and
Sciences president: Howard Umvcrsity Commumty
Choir; College Democrats: Gentlemen of Drew:
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Incorporated: NAACP

'

Name: Freda Marie Henry
C lassification: Senior
l\lajor: English
Age: 21
Hometown: Milwaukee, W I
Life Motto: "Be the change that you want to sec
in the world."
Goals beyond HU: Still seeking direction. but
passionate about education
Interests outside of school: Basketball. Pl:1}
Station 2, church, cooking
Other campus activities: College of A1ts un<l
Sciences vice-president: Religious Fcllo\\ship
Council president: Baptist Student Mmistrics pn:sident; School of Communications student council:
Golden Key International Honor Soc1cl). Na11onal
Society of Collegiate Scholars

fiJto Pho10

BY MELANIE R. HOLMES &
SHARA D. TAYLOR

[they] can run for [leadership) positions.

Campus Editors

\.Vhat inspired you to run?
C: l have a passion for what I do. I lo\'c rcprescntmg people, and makmg sure that stlllknts
have the best [leadership) possible J fdt th.it \\e
had a vision to make HUSA more accessible and
more visible.
F: We have had the privilege of serving
on people's staff and serving as the president
and vice-president of the [College of Arts and
Sciences]. We realize there is a lot more we can
do as students. Other people have mentored us
throughout our tenure at Howard. and [we] fell
like we would be ready to do 11.

Under their platfomi. "ReDdinition:
RcDcfining the Howard Fxpericnce Through
ProAclivc Leadership," Howard University
Student Association (llUSA) President Conrad
Woody and Vice-President Freda I lenry plan to
focus their attention on improving the quality of
life for all Howard students. The foundation of
their platform is based on three ideals: redefining
student services, redefining student leadership
and redefining the vision and legacy ol l loward.
How do you plan to implement your platform?
Conrad: \Ve are holding the "I IUSA in
Your House Tour."' \Ve will travel to different
dormitories and schools to give students a ch<Jnce
to meet their deans and the chairpersons of the
[academic] depanments. \\.c \\.mt to make sure
that HUSA is a successful velucle that students
can not only use, but trust as well. \Ve also plan
to initiate a student-drive campaign for Howard,
and donate at least $5,000 through that [program).
Freda: We want to bring people to the
administration and allow them to address their
needs and concerns. \Ve want them to realize
they arc student leaders, and they do have the
power [to make changes]. 1IUSA is trying to
push that a lot this year and we arc going to hold
"Student Leadership \\'eek'" to emphasize that.

,,.,.

GilU.~ f1bcJk)

HUSA president and vice-president Conrad Woody and Freda
Henry plan to redefine student services, student leadership and
University's vision and legacy.

billar

\\.'hat goals do yo u have for your position?
C: l would like for the position to be a more
interactive role. I do not want people to be intimidated. I am JUSt a regular student trying to make
1t like everyone else. I \\ant llo\\ard to remain a
fam ily atmosphere because we all have common
interests and goals.
F: l want to emphasize what it means to
suppon yuur president. The 1IUSA president and
vice-president should be on one accord. In addition. as a woman, l need to uphold a standard of
leadership for other women lo un derstand that

How do you plan to incorporate graduate
students into your administration'?
C: \\.'e have graduate and professional
affairs directors who arc both graduate students.
\Ve want to make sure the graduate community
feels the)' arc a part of Howard. Evcn though
the)' are not on main campus. 1t 1s still our job to
represent them.
F: Graduate students voted for us, and we
intend to stick to what we told tl1em durmg our
campaign.
How will HUSA and the University as a
whole be different at the end of your term'!
C: I want people to be more involved, more
accepting and more interested in [student govern
mcnt].
F: Students should be more aware of what
1s going on in student government. Thcr~· should
be more communication with the administration
and they should respect student leaders.
\Vhat overall m essage do you want to send
t o the student body?
F: \Ve still have a lot to do as the black
community and it starts at the ~!ceca . \\'c set
an example of excellence and our work reflects
that.
Students may contact IIL 15 \

t (202) 806-

7007 or husa@howard.edu.

Transfers Make Mark at HU
TRANSFER, from Campus A2

Sophomore Ilelen Avery, an
architecture major, is pleased
with the job Il.U.T.S.A. is doing,
but feels the University needs
to step it up.
"I got my acceptance letter
late," Avery said. "And they say
there's no guarantee for housing for transfer students so I
felt kind of shut out."
This year, H.U.T.S.A. will

focus on fundraising in order
lo host parties, trips and other
social gatherings.
"We also want to do a lot
of community service [at high
schools] to inform people
that you don't have to go to
a four-year college and that
there is life after you get that
Associate's degree. We've been
given so much support," said
Humphrey. "So many people
have said they wish there was

something like this when they
transferred."
I l. u:r.s. ·\.is currently nine
members strong, but 1s look
ing to recruit transfer and nontransfer students alike.
"We're here to help the
greater good of people," Cod}
said. "If you're here to help
people, transfer student or not,
come join. It's about blood; it's
about family."

New ID Cards Coming Soon
ID CARDS, from Campus A 1

getting one of the new IDs is
not a priority.
"Knowing Howard, it will
take at least two years for everyone to get a new card," said
Ashley Williams, a sophon1ore
biology major. "The new cards
are a step up from what we have,
but the bottom line is that our
cards worked last year, even if
they were a little low budget."
Students who are interested in receiving the new ID cars
will be pleased to know that the
University is working their way
up, moving to the sophomores,
right through the seniors.
Along with the new look, the
Howard IDs have new features
as well.
"The new cards are better, and the process has been
smooth and nice," said Ronald
Hairston, an enrollment/man-

agement records clerk and facili- dent can pull a sticker and put it
tator for student IDs. "The cards on their card. All staff, wl:o are
do a lot more. They allow more not trained, will be trained very
access and have more features. soon to be able to access student
The chip within the card allows information, like validation, on
us to better track students."
a computer."
Because the new ID cards
Many students are conare being set up in a separate cerned that University workers
database than the Capstone will not be able to differentiate
cards, full implementation of between validated and non valithe new cards will not be in dated students in the event of
effect for a while.
common computer problems.
The new student IDs are in Others were happy to see that
conjunction with the University's the system has been laid to rest.
efforts to move ahead, techno"It makes it a lot better
logically, and better aid stu- when validation is on the sysdents, as can be seen with the tem," said Garret Sims. a junior
discontinuation of validation broadcast journalism major. "I
stickers.
always thought it was pointless
"VVe have done away with to stand in a long line for a
validation stickers, pushing all sticker. My only concern is with
University personnel to use giving out new ID cards only to
computers more often for infor- ce1tain students. It can be conmation," said Hairston. "Using fusing with two different cards
computers versus stickers is going around campus."
much more accurate. Any stu-

...
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Ravi Windom pays for her Chic-Fil-A at the newly renovated check-out station at the Punch
Out. The Grand Opening was Monday.

Fresh Look for Punch Out
PUNCH OUT, from Campus A 1

Jason Trotter said that the
Punch Out should be bigger.
Junior radio-tV-film major,
Shannon Houchen agrees. 'The
lines are going to be very long.
They should add more cash reg
isters."
l\.Iorris recognizes that
there are a few kinks left to
work out in order for the Punch
Out to run swiftly, effectively

and assure students that their
concerns will be handled in a
timely manner.
"We know that as the year
goes by it's going to dwindle
down a little bit, but right now
we're working on how we're
going to control [the crowd],"
she said. " The services will get
faster."'
Morris has high expectations for the Punch Out this
year, and invites students to

make it their second home.
"I'm hoping [that] as the
year goes on, different student
organizations will hold e\'ents
here," she said. "It'll make [the
Punch Out] more of a community gathering.~
The Punch Out is open
from 11 a.m.-10 p.m. l\londay
through Thursday, 11 a.m.4p.m. on Fridays and is closed
on weekends.
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Enrollment
At School of
Divinity Set
Record
BY KATANYA R. CARSON
Contributing Writer

With the advent of the 1371h academic year at Howard University, much
has been made of the arrival of new
students that have packed the campus.
This phenomenon, however, is not limited only to the undergraduate student
population.
Bertra1n Melbourne, interim dean
of the Howard University School
of Divinity noted that the School of
Divinity welcomed 142 new students
this 2004-2005 school year. This is
an increase from the 103 new students
who entered the institution last year.
When asked to explain the surge
in numbers, Melbourne noted that
among other things effective was the
recn1itment and active alumni. He was
particularly pleased with the impact of
the School of Divinity's Open House
in November 2003, which gave prospective students the opportunity to get
an up-close and in-depth look at the
school's renowned black educator and
minister Benjamin E. l\.1ays.
l\.1arcus Washington,
Student
Government Association president
said, "I believe that this [increase in
enrollment] is another example of
the academic excellence that Howard
University has to offer and the leadership development that has been provided for the students at the academy
especially at the School of Divinity."
Washington also noted that the number
of students enrolled this year caught
him off guard, "it was a delightful surprise to see an increase of students."
The school's determination to
offer its students an environment in
which to grow may also play an integral role in attracting so many scholars.
l\.1elbourne makes it clear that he is
committed to stressing this principle in
order to insure that Divinity students
are given every opportunity to succeed
and grow.
Tracy Hunter, a first-year l\.1asters
of Divinity student has noticed the caring environment that greeted her. "I
received a lot of love from folks around
here."
For some, one of the most attractive
qualities the School of Divinity offers is
its attention to the needs of AfricanAmerican students. Graduate Assistant
and third year l\lastcrs of Divinity student Kimberly Rogers. had this in mind
when she chose the Howard University
School of Divinity over other well
known institutions. "One of the things
that attracted me to Howard University
School of Divinity was the emphasis
on the African-American perspective in
religion, something that was lacking in
the other institutions I was considering."
Such sentiments resonate in
Melbourne's own perspective on the
unique educational experience that the
School of Divinity offers its students.
"When you think of the support that is
given and the interest that is taken in
the African-American student for them
to succeed, you cannot find a better
place for that than here."
Melbourne is looking to making
this year a success for Divinity students and faculty. He, along with the
2004-2005 School of Divinity Student
Government Association (SGA) are
already making key changes in services
for students by adding more computers
on the second floor for registration and
research needs.
''The SGA plans to produce programs that will enhance and enrich the
student body both new and continuing
students. This will give them practical
resources that will have an impact on
the church, community and the school,"
said Marcus \Vashington.
In addition, Melbourne is planning to create a "Dean's Chat" in which
he can dialogue \\Tith students to stay
abreast of students' concerns and issues
as well as to make the school more "student oriented" and focused on meeting
their needs.
As a new year and a new chapter
in the history of the School of Divinity
begins, the interim dean is not daunted
bv the tasks that lie ahead for the school,
choosing instead to challenge both new
and continuing students. "Make the
best use of the environment and opportunities that we have here for growth.
Learn as much as you can. Seek for
more and develop to be prepared for
service."
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Howard to Host Second Annual
Conf~rence on Race, Ethnicity
BY TORI L. SCARBOROUGH
Graduate Edito.

Howard University will host the
Second Annual Conference on Race,
Ethnicity and Place from September 1618. The conference will seek to tackle
key issues that deal with cultural landscapes, spatial immigration patterns,
diversity in employment, disparities in
health and housing, race/ ethnicity and
place in educational curricula.
With a national concern within
the community about diverse home
ownership, John Frazier, professor
and department co-chair of geography at State University of New York at
Binghamton, decided out of personal
interest and research on the national
issue, to hold a conference dealing with
race, ethnicity and place.
There are two key elements from
which the conference started, stated Frazier: "The rapid immigration,
which has been a new issue \vithin the
last two census', and the persistent
and pervasive inequalities within the
United States concerning place disparities between blacks and whites."
The first conference, held on
October 1, 2002 at the State University
in New York at Binghamton, had an
overwhelmingly great response and
interest from the attendants. Soon
after the conference, the organizers
asked for a broader and more national
platform to discuss these issues and
included Howard University because
of its unique location in Washington,
D.C., tht need to strengthen the presence of geography on the campus, and
the university's strong connection to
the African American community.
In addition to Howard University,
The
American
Association
of
Geographers (AAG) was also asked to
join in the partnership, because they

Howard University Center of Urban
Progress, shares some of the same sentiments with Taylor.
"Students should attend this conference to find out about the spatial
dimensions of the racist communities
and to find out why suburbs are white
and inner cities black."
A special feature of the conference
will be a pre-conference workshop on
the use of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS), a field that links com puter science with landmass to inter face the two to have a better grasp of
geographic locations.
While Howard no longer offers a
degree in geography due to low enrollment, Taylor is quite confident that
interdisciplinary study and research
\~WI\- llOWARD l DU
will continue to be done by students
The Race, Ethnicity and Place conference will discuss immigration patand faculty in fields the University
terns as well as racial disparities.
does currently offer, such as economics, political science, sociology, and
are the nation's leading society for School of Law at the University of others that run in tandem \\Tith the
individuals who work in geography Oregon, and several others.
area of geography.
and other related disciplines.
Orlando Tavlor, vice provost for
The conference \\Till cover a two" We are elated with the response research and dean of the Graduate day span with opportunities for regthat we have received from the various School, stated that he hopes that this istered participants and attendants to
disciplines around the country, and conference will build interest within go to on site-visits to LeDroit Park, U
some international countries as well," the University for interdisciplinary Street and the City Museum. Students,
said Patricia Solis, deputy director of programs especially on this campus.
faculty and members of the commuAAG, and one of the coordinators of
Historically, African Americans nity are asked to attend this two-day
the conference. "We have papers com- have been marginalized regarding conference. The registration cost is
ing from different interests, so many place. For instance, ~redlining," which $95 and for students the fee is $40,
that we added an additional plenary to is a term that describes the act of however, for Howard students who
accommodate the response."
enforced housing segregation within want to attend, the registration fees
Solis went on to say, "Howard certain communities, as well as slave will be covered by the Graduate School
University is the ideal place to hold plantations, and other forms of housing but they must pre-register on the web this kind of conference, and I believe segregation have plagued the African site www.aag.org by Tuesday, Sept. 7.
that this location has sparked even American community for years.
After the deadline, the regular student
more interest on the topic."
"We want to engage dialogue and fee \ml be resumed.
Some of the featured keynote research for -;tudents to study in the
For additional information you
speakers for the conference are Rickie area, and faculty to teach," Taylor may visit the above web address at
Sanders, professor of Geography and said.
www.aag.org or contact the Office
Urban Studies at Temple University in
of Orlando Taylor, Vice Provost for
Philadelphia, PA; Rennard Strickland,
Rodney D. Green, professor of Research and Dean of the Graduate
the Phillip H. Knight Professor of Law, Economics and the executive director of School.

PERSPECTIVE

Balancing Academics and Extra-Curricular
BY A NIKA E. SANDY-HANSON
Contributing Writer

Obtaining a graduate degree is a rigorous and time·consuming process. Most
graduate and professional students balance
their time between classes. work and home
hfe. However, many ol thest stud,.nts feel
that 1t is equally important to mciude extra
curricular activities into the formula.
"I chose to part1c1patc in the Genetics
Journal Club because there is only so
much you can get from classes. It was
a great opportunity to stay current with
trends in the field; textbooks don't usually have the most current fi eldwork,"
says Kisha Johnson, August graduate 111
the Departml'nt of Genetics and Human
Genetics.

Johnson went on to say, "An 1mponant
part of being a professional is being able to
hold a conversation with your colleagues.
Subsequently, the weckl:y meetmgs were
helpful for us as genetic counselors."
\\lhile Johnson chose an organilation
that would enhance her academic an<l pro·
less1onal development. others look lor an
opportunity to enga~c in intcr<lisc1phna!)
studies and activities
"I will try to get to know other stu·
dents so that l will not put myself into ,1
fishbowl, this will allO\\ me to be plugged
111 and connected here on campus, and tt
will be a good way to do things l hkc to
do," said Leah Blue, a first-year doctoral
student in the Department of English. Dluc
notes that in order to make a i.ucO' ssful
transition into the Howard commu111ty, she

will become active after several months of
getting acclimated to the Washington area,
the campus and her schedule.
David Gnham, a second-year doctoral
student in the Department of Educational
Psychology also prioritizes his commitments. "Like any other area in life. equilibrium 1s 1mpcr:11ivc I remember my primary focus 1s on school and no matter what,
school comes first," said Graham.
By hanng this philosophy Graham
believes he 1s able to balance his academic
pursuits and lus desire to be involved with
the Graduate Student Assembly (GSA).
the umbrella council for all graduate and
professional studcnb on campus.
Kiah nna Patton, a second-year
MBA student, believes that her effective time-management allows her to

successfully navigate student leadership. "I map out my days, weeks, and
months, and figure out how much I can
realistically devote to each activity an d
I know when to say no. ~
Patton also advises that students
think seriously before committing
•o an organization or activity. •Th<:
decisions that you make within vour
organizations could potentially affect
thousands of people. You have to get
involved in things you are passionate
about so that you will be an asset."
By focusing on their interests and
using their time wisely, graduate students are able to reap both the academic and social benefits available at
the Mecca.

Transforming the Face of the Law School
BY KENNETH E. MAXEY II
Hil/lop Staff Writer

Since his arrival, Kurt L. SchmQkc,
current dean of the Howard University
Law School and former mayor of
Baltimore (1987 to 1999, three terms),
has enjoyed several accomplishments.
l\1ost recently, this year, the law school
as well as the nation commemorated the 50-year landn1ark Supreme
Court decision, Brown vs. Board of
Education.
"It was a year to remember, " said
Jacqueline Young, the communications
director for the Brown at 50 planning
committee and she is the publications
manager for the Howard Law Journal.
"It \ml be difficult to match such an
important anniversary as the Brown
decision."
Young continued, "This year,
though not as important historically speaking, is still going to provide
ample opportunity to uplift, educate
and encourage students to participate
in events like the Clyde Ferguson lecture, taking place in October, and the
Wally Branton & Sidley Austin Brown
and Wood Symposium taking place
this semester."
According to Lu Ellen Conti, the
director of career services at the law
school, "(This school year] will be a

good year, because the job market is
improving and with improvement will
come more opportunity. \Ve, at the
career services, trv our best to facili·
tate the students and ensure them the
opportunities they deserve."
Conti is instrumental in organizing over 50 programs a year that are
geared toward providing students \\Tith
interviews for prospective jobs. One
of the most important things the law
school students have found the last
couple of years is that the job market
has been uninviting.
Several law students are hopeful
for what this year will bring. Tegra
Watkins, a third year law student in real
estate and corporate law said, "Besides
graduating, I am looking forward to
the opportunity to see the changes that
the dean has promised such as the
renovation of the dinning hall."
Marguerite Lanauk, a third year
law student focusing on civil rights and
litigation said, "I am looking forward
to working with my classmates and the
new adjunct professors. I am also looking forward to the change that the dean
has promised. Since his arrival he has
made, as he did as mayor, his constituents (the students) top priority."
Lastly, one face that has been a
part of the Howard University community since his days as an undergraduate

in 1962 is Warner Lawson, Jr., associate dean of the Law school. He was
also associate dean from 1979-1985.
He has returned for his second stint
at the Law school and is even more
enthusiastic about the possibilities and
opportunities that lay ahead for the
law students.
Lawson said, "The 2004-2005
school year will be monumental in that
it 'vill have the largest graduating class
(210) in Howard Law School history."
He continued by stating, "President
Swygert has been very supportive of
the law school's growth and sophistication. \Ve arc reassessing our approaches and looking toward the fuh1re."
Lawson's excitement and love for
Howard is profound. He believes that
many firms and agencies such as the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development will be an incentive for
this year. Howard Law is in the run~
ning for a $1 million dollar grant that
\ml train lawyers in housing discrimination. Howard strives at being the
leader in civil rights and housing discrimination. This is another spectnun
that the dean believes will be another
issue Howard will take on to the lead
in the nation.
Programs such as intellectual property have everyone at the Law school
very optimistic about the quality and

.VWV. llOV. Rl>I l)I

Dean Kurt Schmoke has brought
many new changes to the Law
School during his tenure in office.

quantity of students that will be entering and graduating from the school in
the future.
Schmoke concluded, "We must
seize the day and the vision by effectively working diligently the neA1: three
years to allow the transformation of
the Howard University Law School to
take place."

For further information about the
law school and its events please contact 202-806-8000.
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Republicans are Looking to Their Past Roots
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation and World Editor

Next week, Republicans from across
th e nation will gather in New York City's
Madison Square Garden to lay out their
platform for the next four years and
nominate: George \V. Bush to a second
term in office
Much has been said of the Republican
Party's choice oflocation forthcirconven
tion this year. Think about it. Perhaps
the most diverse place in the United
States, New York City is home to countless minorities and immigrants from
across the globe. It just doesn't seem
like the ideal backdrop for a Republican
Convention when you consider the small
number of 1ninorities who actually affili
ate themselves with the party. The GOP
has not bren the partv of choice for
minorities in years. Believe it or not, this
was not always the case.

ther solidified the suppott
Decades ago, the
Republican Party was a
of African-Americans.
favorite of minorities,
Over the next 1oo yea rs
the relationship between
particularly
AfricanAmericans.
AfricanAfrican-Americans
and
American 's love affair
the Republican Party
with the party began in
would become increasthe i8oo's when sla\'e1y
ingly strained. Civil rights
became a divisive issue
split the Republican Party,
for the Den1ocratic Party.
much like slave1y d id the
Northern
Democrats
Democrats in the 1800s.
wanted slavery abolIn i948, the Democrats
ished while the southern
•llll<fk•nh1,1<wy.rom
endorsed civil rights and
Democrats wanted lo The Republicans are
throughout the 1960s,
leave slavery in tact.
under the leadership of
looking to their politlcal
The dispute split the descendants such as
Democratic
Presidents
party and in 1860 opened Llncoln for Inspiration.
John F. Kennedy and
the door for the very first
Lyndon
B.
J ohnson,
Republican president, Abraham Lincoln. African-Americans made significant
When elected, the Republican Party that progress in their quest for equality. In
Lincoln represented was only six years essence, the work started under repubold. Lincoln, with the aid of a Republican- licans like Lincoln was finished under
led Congress, abolished slaveiy and fur- progressive Democrats like Kennedy

Bush Condemns Swift
Boat Ad's against Kerry
Says A ll Ads by Third Party's Are Bad

and Johnson. African-Americans have
continued to stay with the Democratic
Party while further distancing themselves from the Republicans. The most
dynamic Republican president in recent
memory, Ronald Reagan, never really
had a repoire with the African-American
community. Contrast that with the support the African-An1erican commun ity
gave to t he most dynamic Democratic
president of recent me1nory, Bill Clinton.
African -Americans went so far as to call
Clinton the first "Black" president.
President Bush, much like his political hero Ronald Reagan, has struggled to
connect with African-Americans. Bush
got off to a rocky start with AfricanAmericans, beginning with the voting
debacle from the 2000 election in which
thousands of African-American votes
were not counted in the state of Florida.
See BLACKS, News A6

Some Say Kerry Brought
Controversy on Hiinself
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation and World Editor

BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation and World Editor

Speaking from his Texas
ranch earlier this week,
President Bush condemned all
negative ads from third party
groups, including those being
ran by the group Swift Boal
Veterans for Truth.
\Vhen
asked by reporters if he was
speaking specifically of the
Swift Boat Veterans ad, Bush
answered, "That means that
ad and eve1y other ad. I'm
denouncing all the stuff."
Bush's. comments came wer)(s
after the Swift Boat Veterans
for Truth began airing ads that
questioned John Kerry's valor
during the Vietnam \Var and
the legitimacy of the medals
he was awarded for his service.
(Kerry was awarded the Sil\'er
Star, Bronze Star, and Three
Purple Hearts.)
President Bush condemns Kerry's military
In ads airing in battk background.
ground states across the coun
try, the group alleges that Keny
Swift Boat Veterans group and the Bush
is lying about his service in Vietnam
Campaign continue to deny any link to
and says that he disgraced all veterans
each other.
with his comments about the war when
Republicans praised President
he returned home.
Bush went on
Bush's remarks condemning the ads.
to praise Senator Kerry's military ser"Condemning all the ads was the right
vice in Vietnam. "I think Senator Ken y
thing to do," said Republican strategist
served admirably lnd he ought to be
Art Hackney. "I think he's been vel)'
proud of his ·ccord, .. he said.
consistent on this issue. Despite the
For months, Democrats ind some
firin~ of a volunteer linked to the Swift
Republicans like Senator Joh l ::O.IcCain
boat Veterans group from th•• Bush
(R-Az) called on President Bush to con
Campaign, Hackney said thereo is still
demn the ads specifically. When he
no real link between the Bush Campaign
would not, the storv was taken to new
and the group. "There is no crediheights by Senator Kerry when he began
ble evidence that the Bush Campaign
to defend himself and accused President
had anything to do with this group,"
Bush of "using them to do his di1ty
he said. ''John Kerry is just trying to
work." The Bush Campaign has denied
take the heat off himself and put it back
any link to the group, b ut earlier this
on Bush.'' Neither the Bush nor Kerry
week it was disclosed that a voluntt er
Campaigns retur:ied calls for comment
for the Bush Camp who hns appeared
on this story.
in some 01 the Swift Boat groups ads
was fired from the campaign. Both the

World
Briefs:

tioning from airline officials, Lewis said
he began using his middle initial to book
flights and avoid searches at airports.
The "no-fly" list was created to prevent
suspected terrorist from boarding flights
in the United States.

COMPLIED BY KEVIN HARRIS

De1nocr at to give Keynote Address
at Republican Con vention

Nation and World Editor

Congressm en Detained at
Airports; s u spected of being terrorist
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.)
recently told members of the Senate
J udiciary Committee that he has been
stopped and questioned by airport
officials fi\'e times because his name
appeared on the government's "no-fly"
list. Kennedy said he was forced to wait
in terminals at airports until an airline
supervisor could be found to identify hitn
and give permission for him to board
flights. Staff members for the senator
told The Washington Post that _it took
Kennedy three weeks to have his name
removed from the list.
Similarly, Rep. John Lewis (DGa.) has gone public recently about his
frustrations at airline ticket counters
because his name appeared on the "nofly" list. Lewis said he has tried for
more than i8 months to have his name
re1noved from the list. After having his
luggage searched extensively anrl being
paged aboard flights for further ques-

Sen. Zell Miller (D-Ga.) will give
the keynote address at the Republican
National Convention next week. Miller,
despite his affiliation with the Democratic
Pa1ty, rE;cently endorsed George W.
Bush over John Kerry for president.
He also oversees a group of Democrats
working for Bush's re-election. This will
be Miller's second keynote address at
a national convention. His first was
at the Democratic National Convention
in 1992. In that address to his fellow
Democrats, he praised former president
Bill Clinton and called the first President
Bush "timid" and "out of touch with
most Americans.~ Miller announced last
year that he would not seek re-election ·
to the Senate in November.

Republican Congressman calls
Ir aq W ar a Mis take
Rep. Doug Bereuter (R-Neb.), a 13term congressman who will retire later
this year, said in a letter to his constituents that the military invasion of
Iraq was "unjustified" and that reconstruction effo1ts have deteriorated into

Since becoming the democrat's. nominee for President,
Senator J ohn F. Kerry(D-Mass)
has readily displayed his courage during the Vietnam War
as a litmus test to the kind of
commander-in-chief he would
be if elected. Recent controversy surrounding his four-month
stint in Vietnam has caused
some to question Kerry's character and suitability to be
President. Kerry's detractors
say he has no one to blame but
himself.
"This whole issue has
been attention getting because
Keny wrapped himself in the
Vietnam \Var at his conven- Kerry passionately shares his past mflitary
tion," said Republican strategist experience.
Art Hackney. "All that's happening now is some Vietnam
tinized and he answers to the sc1utiVeterans are coming out and saying that ny, his answers are scrutinized," said
they feel strongly he is misrepresenting Democratic Strategist Kathy Hughes.
tl1em.'' Those veterans, most of them "It's like a catch 22 for him." Hughes
mt:mbers of the anti-Kerry group S\\ift admits some of the scrutiny of Kerry's
Boat Veterans for Truth, have raised and time in \'ietna1n is w<1rranted, given
spent over one million dollars tl)ing that he has used the issue as the cento discredit Kerry. Even though most terpiece for his campaign but says that
of their claims have been discredited, "these smear tactics are never warand their many ties to the Republican ranted.'' Hughes welcomed President
Party exposed, the group's attacks are Bush's admonishment of groups like
still getting some traction among pro- Swift Boat Veterans for Truth and hopes
specli".e voters. A CBS poll shows that that it signals a return back to the issues
Kerrv has dropped i8 points behind important to voters this year. "I hope
Bush among Veterans who vote. This that both sides would rather be talking
is significant; because before the Swift about something else." she said. "This
Boat ads began airing the two candi
was an overplaved issue and I hope it
dates \''ert: titd Sir:iilar dev ·lopmt nts doesn't stop people from parti ipatirg
in other polls have caused the Kerry in the Novembe1 elections."
Campaign to fight back more aggresHughes said that if she were advissively. They have enlisted the help of ing Kerry she would tell him to "rely 011
other Vietnam Veterans who served what you know." She added, ..He knows
with Kerry and say that his accounts of the service he gave was adn1irable. He
what happened to him during the war doesn·t have to do anything but conare entirely accurate.
tinue telling the truth because there is
In fighting back so aggressively, nothing for him to have to hide from."
some strategist say Kerry is caught Neither tlle Bush nor Kerry Cainpaigns
between a rock and a hard pla('•·. reh1rned calls for com1nent in this ar: i'"\Vhen his Vietnam War record is scru- cle.

"a dangerous and costly mess.'' Bereuter
wrote in the letter that, in retrospect,
"all things considered, it was a mistake
to launch that military action." In the
letter, Bereuter also hin ted he 1night be
interested in an investigation to determine if the Bush administration purposely manipulated intelligence to justify
the war He wrote, "Left unresolved for
now is whether intelligence was intentionally misconstrued to justify 1nilita1y
action.''

Iran no~v a Nuclear Threat; may b e
h elping ins urgen ts in Iraq
Iranian officials recently told French,
British and German officials that Iran
could produce enough weapons grade
uranium to build a nuclear bomb with
in a year, a('cording to Undersecretal)'
of State John R. Bolton. Bolton disclosed the information in a speech at
the Hudson Institute, The Washington
Post reports. He called Iran a "grave
danger" to the United States and said
that U.S. policy will be to "isolate" rather
than "engage" with Iran in hopes of getting the United Nations Security Council
to impose sanctions. Iran insists that
its nuclear activities are for producing
energy instead of weapons.
Meanwhile, U.S. officials have growing concerns that Iran is behind some of
the fightingbetweenAn1erican troops and
Iraqi insurgents that have been hampering U.S. efforts to give full sovereignty to

Iraqis . .. We are aware that the Iranians
have been engaged in some activities in
southern Iraq," said National Security
Council Spokesman Sean McCormack to
various news publications. "We have
encouraged Iraq's neighbors to engage
in constructive activities that help Iraq
on its pathwav lo development "
U.S. officials have been watching
for more than a year what they call "a
buildup of Iranian spies and militants
in Iraq." Iraqi officials recently arrested
dozens of Iranians in a southern Iraqi
town. In that raid, Iraqi officials say
they were able to intercept two trucks
loaded with weapons along the Iran-Iraq
border.

Al-Qa eda s aid to be Regrouping
and Recruiting Non-Arabs to
Carry Out Terroris t Acts
President Bush has said in many
speeches touting America's progress in
the war on terror, that two-thirds of
Al-Qaeda's known leadership has been
captured or killed and that the remaining members are on the run. However,
recent intelligence reports obtained from
Pakistan suggests that Al-Qaeda is weakened, but not destroyed. The reports
also say that Al-Qaeda may be forming
a nucleus in Pakistan that is planning
attacks inside the United States using
non-Arab's. The FBI is currently conSee BRIEFS, News A6
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The Race
War
Against
Terrorism
BY MAXINE MOFFETT
Asst. Nation and World Editor

Everyone under the red and
white stripes of this country were
left blue staring to the stars with
prayers after 9/11. News coverage-of planes striking into landmark buildings didn't even seem
tangible or realistic.
Tragedy had definitely
combined with the destruction
of plane hijackers who decided to crash into the economic
and defense capitols of America
(The \Vorld Trade Center and
the Pentagon.) Religious hate,
and anti-American sentiments
acted as ammunition for the terrorist. America was left to ask,
.. what do we do now and who
is to blame." President Bush
answered with the war against
terrorism, the Patriot Acts I and
II, and Guantanamo Bay.
I don't have an issue with
revenge being on the heart of
the nation. I can't even find fault
with this country punishing the
hijackers, Al-Qaeda, Osama Bin
Lad in, or the Taliban. Retaliation
is innate and the most obvious
reaction. But unfortunately,
America's 9/11 chemical equations got drastically mLxed up
with their c•lde.st toxin of racism
\'\ !e all know that weapons of
mass destructions were not the
factual motivations for invading
Iraq. I do know that A.Inericans
were much more willing to support a war against an) ~tuslim
nation after 9/11. Regardless
of if that particular nation was
involved in 9/11 or not. An antiMuslim veil wa.,c; thrown over the
heads of many Amerkan~ and
poJitici'lnS.
For tins reason, citizens of
America were blinded to the
facts about the war against
terror and much of the propaganda that has followed. l\-1.ost
Americans initiall) supported
the war agamst tuTonsm. But
many began to change their
views as the montl1s and venrs
rolled by and the) re,1lized that
their sons and daughters were
fighting over causes that had little to do \\ith America's fear of
another 9/11 and terrolism.
More than 600 Middle
Easterners are being held without charge or trial in the U.S.
Naval Base in Guantanamo Bay
in Cuba.
Some haYe been held there
for more than a year, with no
aCCf'SS to lawyers, relath·es, or
the courts. The U.S. government
effectively removed the hand of
U.S. courts, by restricting jurispn1dence to foreign nationals
outside the state. This situation
of indefinite detention is inflicting cruelty on the detainees and
their families. Especially considering that many of the detainees are bemg. imprisoned for
lose and ridiculous crimes. For
some, there only crime is b eing
~1iddle Eastern.
I thought that this country
had learned from the J apan ese
in terment camps during \Vorld
War II. But I guess some things
never ch ange. The system seems
to read, "If you can't identify tlle
exact criminal, just incriminate
some one who looks similar."
Doesn't tl1at sound familiar!
I would think that black people
would particularly be sensitive
to the racist manner that tl1e U.S
is treating Middle Easterners.
Most are just glad its not them.
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Mase Gives Out Phone Number
MASE, from Campus A 1

trians. It was at this time that
the married minister wrote the
contact information on a handbill and gave it to Pinkett.
"I came out just because
Mase is a cool guy," the freshman said. "I just wanted lo meet
him."
After interviewing Pinkett
and viewing her handbill, a
Hilltop reporter called several times. When a young man
answered, the reporter explained
how she had gotten the number
and requested a brief interview
with Mase. Sounding confused,
the young man hung up the
phone and called back within
10 minutes to say that Mase was
playing around by ghing out the
number and that the number did
not belong to him. The young
man, who identified himself as
a Bad Boy Records intern, said
the interview request would be
passed to Mase. Within 30 minutes, Mase called the reporter's
cell phone and questioned how
the number on the handbill had
been retrieved. He then claimed
to have given the freshman the

contact information "to get her stones on the minister.
off my back" because she sup"Ministry is beyond the
posedly pestered him for it. person," said Trevor Beauford,
Pinkett later said that she called a fourth-year student in the
the number but that she and School of Divinity. "It's straight
Mase never met.
up from God. He should still be
"He was really mad and taken seriously because he's still
asked why I gave the number a person. Sometimes we have
out," she said. Masc, who had to separate a man from a mesagreed to an interview at a later sage."
time had not yet responded to
However, Beauford believes
several attempts to contact him. Mase's actions were not necesDivided on the issue, some sarily a smart choice.
students were critical of the
"When he wrote 'don't talk,'
minister's actions while others that's what raised questions,"
had more compassion.
Beauford said. "If that got out
"I think he was probably that he was trying to talk to a
serious about [ministry] at one freshman at college, it would
point, but he's back in that [rap- affect his ministry."
per] lifestyle," said Jeron Ravin,
VaNatta Ford, also a fouttha senior advertising major. "Why year student earning her maswould lw give a girl his number ter's of divinity, respects Mase
when he has a wife? It definitely and urges students not to judge
wasn't promotion for his CD."
him.
Gordan McDowell, a junior
".Vhen something looks out
computer science major, agrees. of the ordinary, we're quick to
"Since he's talking about how assume something's wrong,"
he used to be then he switched Ford said. "Maybe that's the way
to being a pastor, I think he's a he felt that he could handle the
hypocrite," McDowell said.
situation. It could have been a
School of Divinity students moment of ministly."
did not condone Mase's actions,
but were not as quick to cast
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The 2004 Olympic Games returned to Its modern-day birthplace of Athens on Aug. 13 with a spectacular opening ceremony, which showcased over 400 percussionists and hundreds of performers. Seventy-two thousand people packed the Olympic Stadium in Athens to open 16 days of Intense competition and welcome the 202 nation delegations. Olympic sailing gold medal
winner Nikos Kaklamanakis lit the cauldron as the stadium erupted into a glorious pyrotechnic display. The Olympics ends with the closing ceremonies this Sunday.

c
BY KONAHE JERNIGAN
Hi /lop Staft Wnter

Life
After
Athe s
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

For most athletes who showcase their tremendous abilit) on
the world scene, the con1pensation is sensational. I .arger than
life sums of money are dished
out in signing bonuses and
guaranteed money; incentives,
transfer fees and endorsements
keep our larger than life athletes
at the forefront of today's entertainment-ravaged sport culture.
As recently as this summer,
Indianapolis Colts and NFL star
quarterback and co-tii1VP of the
league, Peyton l\lanning signed
a 7-year, $98 million contract.
Just weeks later, his little brother Eli, the number one overall pick in this year's NFL draft
snatched a record-breaking
rookie deal with an astounding
$45 million contract from the
New York Giants.
In the other football (soccer), Spanish club Real l\ladrid
paid Liverpool of the English
Premier League 8 million
pounds just to have the rights to
See ATHENS, Sports 82

Across the seas in Athens,
victorious U.S. Olympians arc
being silenced. Olympic officials have advised athletes
not to display overlv ztalous
behavior after capturing a
medal.
Unlike Olympic events
in the past, there will be less
outward pride displayed by
Alnerican athletes due to the
tense situation regarding U.S.
foreign policy and the crisis in
Iraq. The international limelight is glaring on America

more than ever and Olympic
officials feel it would be best
if U.S. athletes curbed their
desire to "gloat." Officials fear
that such behavior can incense
onlookers and intensify the
disregard some international
nations hold for the United
States.
U.S. athletes .Maurice
Greene, Shawn Crawford
and Justin Gatlin were reprimanded after exhibiting
excessively prideful behavior
during the preliminary rounds
of the Olympics. In light of
American athlet~ being asked
to tone down boastful actions

and comments, the question
anses: Are U.S. athletes arrogant or are they unfairly taking
the brunt of the political mayhem surrounding America?
Senior biology and chemishy major, Kemi .Tames
hi>Iieves that ~qua! patriotism
should be shown during the
Olympics, but feels that there
should be no showboating, and
that all the athletes need to be
cognizant of going overboard
while celebrating. Kemi also
said, "American foreign policy
is looked at negatively intcrna-

"""'n~h 1n11k-\ ..,·on1

Iraqi striker Emad Mohammed sits on the turf after his team's
0-3 loss to Paraguay.

See CURB, Sports 82

The Iraqi Soccer Regime
Ends With Paraguay 0-3
BY KEVIN JOHNSONAZUARA
Contributing Writer

A thousand miles across the

"" ", 11btc~I) nlpl(\..tom

U.S. Olympic sprinters Maurice Green, Shawn Crawford and Justin Gatlin were reprimanded for showboating during the preliminary rounds of the 100-meter race.

globe, members of the Iraqi soccer team at the Athens Oly111pics
gan1es arc being inspired b) the
"your destiny lies in your hands"
principle.
In spite ofTuesday's 0-3 loss
to Paraguay in the sen1i-finals,
they are one step away from an
improbable trip to the medal
podium. With a win in the third
place n1atch, the Iraqis could
become the first athletes from
their country to win a medal
since Abdul Wallid Aziz won
a weightlifting bronze in 1960
during the Rome Olympics. This
piece of good oows has served
as a morale booster for the war-

ravaged nation of Iraq.
The fact that the Iraqi soccer tean1 even qualified for
the Athens Games remains a
remarkable achievement. They
clinched a berth in.May ,justth ree
months after the lnternatio1 al
Olympic C Jmmittce, following a
nine-month absence, reinstated
the country. 1\\'o months after
qualifying, the team's German
coach, Bernd Stange, resigned
because of safety reasons and
was replaced by his assistant
and former Iraqi player, Adnan
Hamad.
To compound their prob
lems, the team had virtually
no funding and could not play
games in Iraq due to the war.
With their recent giant-killing
See IRAQI, Sports 82
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Bison Have Enough Hands, Only One Ball to Go Around
from an injury at the moment is offensive lineman Montreal McMorris, who may have the next
couple of weeks to recuperate with a sore knee.
"We came out of the summer camp with a
"We're excited about our backfield as well.
minimum of injuries," assured Howard University With the offensive line returning intact, we feel
Head Foolball Coach Ray Petty. "Nol too many thal we have five guys in the backfield that can run
guys havl' been on the ground and Lhal's a good the ball for us. That's just what we do, we run the
thing."
ball," said Petty.
For the Howard University Bison, who finHoward may possibly boast the scariest backished sixth in the MEAC last year with a record of field in the ~fEAC with senior Jay Colbert returning
4-7 (2-5 in divisional play), the short list of injuries after missing the entire '03 season due to injury.
is a blessing after a 2003 season when both the Additionally, diamoI)d-in-the-rough '03 standout
offensive and defensive side of the ball were rid- Antoine Rutherford also returns to bolster a solid
dled with nagging and season-menacing mishaps. ground attack. Both Colbert and Rutherford have
"It's a change," explained Petty, "and most of been 1,000-yard rushers for the Bison (Colbert in
these guys are also going into their third year in '02 and Rutherford in '03). In particular, Bison
this system. So we feel good and everyone has a fans will be eager to see how young Rutherford
much better understanding."
copes with his sophomore year after having a senThe team, which reported for full practice on sational freshman season that saw him compile an
Aug. 6. has most of last vear's starter; returning amazing 1,050 yards at an average of 4.8 yards a
on both sides of the ball and, in particular, last carry with 8 touchdowns.
year's young offense is back and fully intact. This
For Colbert, his return has been eagerly awaitfact is good news for qua1terback Marcos Moreno ed. The diminutive rusher has a tremendously
who struggled last year with a 51 percent comple- strong lower body and tends to have a knack for
tion rating while learning the system and playing finding seams up the middle. With fullback Kevin
behind a relatively inexperienced offensive line. Tyson also returning for blocking duty, the Bison
Further good news is that the only Bison suffering seemed poised, barring injury, to have a solid unit
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sports Editor

of rushers that can play to Petty's style of smashmouth football.
Additionally, the Bison will also have the services of stalwarts Jamar Smith and Keon Coleman,
who produced solid years in the backfield after
Colbert's injury before the season opener. Both
will be given heavy duty on the ground, although
Coleman is slill nursing an ankle injury that
marred the latter part of his '03 season. A healthy
backfield and offensive line should also pay dividends for Moreno and allow him to produce a
much better year.
"Another important return for us is Brian
Johnson, our captain on the defensive side of the
ball," insisted Coach Petty. Johnson, the 6'1 senior
from Pittsburgh is an emotional leader and adds
an element to the Howard defense that was missing through injury in '03. llis leadership will be
much needed in the 2004 season opener at the
new Ford Field (home of the Detroit Lions), when
the Bison take on Alabama State on September 4.
For Coach Petty and the Bison it is time to
take the field. "These guys have been beating up
on each other for the past two weeks and we still
l~ I< I'll< 0
got two more to go. I don't think there is anything
else I can say to them. They are charged and very Antoine Rutherford rushed for 1,059 yards
during his freshman season for the Bison.
self-motivated. "

Olympic Athletes Told to
Supress Their ·Desire to Gloat
CURB, from Sports 81

•W
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U.S. Basketball Team Head Coach Larry Brown looks on in
disbelief during his team's loss to Puerto Rico. It was the
Dream team's first loss In Olympic play since the Inclusion of
NBA players in 1992. Brown was quoted as saying, " I cannot
coach effort," after the game.

tionally, and showboating only
contributes to the strain between
the U.S. and other nations."
Some students feel that
suppressing athletes' emotions
are unjust. Sophomore electrical engineering major, Ebonie
Davis said that athletes should
not be censored, and they
should be able to ex'Press themselves as individuals. Davis also
said, "The political focus of the
games takes away from the hard
work and dedication the athletes have exhibited to get to the
Olympics."
Since 1896, the U.S. has
won slightly over 2000 Olympic
medals- more than any other

country in the world. The U.S. saying 'I won'." He also added,
has also come out on top of "If athletes can't say 'I won', or
many global sporting events, so show pride, its almost as if their
it is no wonder that its athletes training for the past four years
are packed with confidence and was for nothing."
enthusiasm. Sophomore nursIt is obvious that American
ing major, Mercy Harrison said, culture and society are under an
"Sports and politics are two dif- international microscope and
ferent things. The Olympics U.S. Olympic advisers as well as
are a time for different cultures officials and athletes are in an
to come together and peace- awk"\vard position. Athletes have
fully
competitive athleti- trained fours years and can. display
,,
c1sm.
not fully enjoy the fruit of their
Most students agree that sti- labor. U.S. sprinter Maurice
fling the emotions and celebra- Greene said it best, "The athletes
tion of triumphant U.S. athletes are not trying to offend whattakes away from their glory and ever they do. This goes for every
puts a damper on their athletic athlete. You don't know what
accomplishment. Junior psy- you're going to do. Nothing is
chology major, Kevin Quail said, planned. Everything is emo"Athletes aren't saying they're tion."
better than anyone, their just

Athletes Return Front Lintelight
ATHENS, from Sports 81

negotiate with star English
5triker ~1ichael Owen The ?.4
year-old Brit joined his England
teammate and captain David
Beckham, who cost Real Madrid
a transfer fee of 24 million
pounds just a year ago. Then
there is LeBron James, the NBA
and Cleveland Cavaliers' poster
child who agreed to a staggering
$90 million contract with shoe
and sporting good manufacturer
Nike. Of couro » LeBron's shoe1 wearing prowe."5 is not his only
forte and actually gets paid tor
playing as well.
So for our athletes in
Despite his inability to stick the vault landing and falling into
Athens, who get their chance to
the score's table, U.S. gymnast Paul Hamm, captured the
ride the wave of superstardom
men's all-around gold. Later, judges for the men's gymnastics for a very short time after the
all-around admitted to making an error on Korean gymnast
Olympics end this Sunday, their
Yang Tae-young's score sheet during the parallel bar routine.
Olympic medals may actually be
worth their weight in gold. Or
at least they hope so. For many,
the prospect of competing once
every four years for the gold
amounts to a chance at endorsements deals that would other-

wise be intangible.
Most Olympic athletes do
not live the multi-million dollar
lives of the United States' Marion
Jones or J\.1aurice Greene. or
Australia's swimming legend
Ian Thorpe.
Inst ead, they compete in
events that offer mere prize
money, a gift or a pat on the
back. For gymnasts, for instance,
as little as $3,000 is customary for the gold at the World
Championships, with silver
claiming $2,000 and bronze
holding out for $i.ooo This fact
can be attributed to g_)1nnasts'
relatively short career and the
weaker entertainment value of
the sport. Nonetheless, these are
athletes who endure rigorous
torture at a ,·ery young age.
It is estimated that most
athletes who win a gold at the
winter or summer Olympics
will earn less than $ioo,ooo
in endorsements in their entire
career. Remember Kerri Scruggs
of the 1996 Atlanta Olympics
who became the darling of the
summer when she landed her

vault on an injured ankle to win
the U.S. women's first ever gymnastics team gold? Her 9.712 in
the vault was against all rational
odds and was the highlight of
the game...... That one spectacular
moment which has been etched
into the history of the games
reportedly guaranteed her millions in endorsements, special
events, and tours. 1\vo Olympics
later, she works a modest job
in the Treasury Department of
the general counsel's office right
here in Washington, D.C.
So as the 2004 Olvmpic
Games come to their close
this Sunda), the real ract for
gold actually begins. The likes
of swimmer Michael Phelps,
sprinter Justin Gatlin and softball pitcher Jenny Finch are lining up for a dash at the dollar. It
is a race that will end with faces
on Wheaties boxes, appearances
at special events and shoe commercials on TV. It is a race that
pits the athlete against the crest
of a wave, a wave that washes
the shores of success just once
every four years.

Despite Loss, Iraqi Soccer Team
Hardly Defeated in Olympics
IRAQI, from Sports 81

""".at~zon.i.com

Swimmer Mlchael Phelps was expected to challenge Mark
Spitz's record of seven gold medals. Spitz's 1972 record
looked in jeopardy as Phelps broke his own world record in
the 400-meter individual medley. Although Phelps medaled
eight times in Athens, Spiti:'s seven-gold record still stands.

performances, all of their setbacks seem so far away.
Presently, the Iraqi soccer
team's remarkable run at the
Olympics is being overshadowed by what many journalists
have termed "an act of ell.'Ploitation" by President Bush. Bush
has drawn the wrath of the Iraqi
soccer coach, players and the
Iraqi people for using Iraq's
flag during a reference to the
Olympics in an advertisement
for his re-eleclion campaign.
Some people believe President
Bush is taking credit for Iraq's

return to the Olympics.
Junior Chu-Chu Abolo asks,
"Why should Bush take the recognition? Did he go to their
training ca1np or somelhing?
They are where they are today
because of their hard work,
determination, and perseverance, nothing else. At the end of
the day, it's all about politics."
Unfortunately, modern day
events and the ongoing political strife in the Middle East
and Iraq have allowed sports
and politics to become almost
inseparable, particularly during
the Olympics. Even the upcoming presidential election allows

opportunities for sports and
politics to merge as John Kerry
visits his beloved Boston Red
Sox at Fenway Park with regularity.
To others like sophomore
Is rael Lyons, such an issue is
foreign. "I knew Iraq was doing
well in the soccer event, but I
had no idea Bush was giving
himself props for it."
For the Iraqi people, the
members of the tean1 are true
heroes- a fact that was evident
by the outpouring of grief in
the streets of Baghdad after
Tuesday's loss.

With war raging on in their
home country, Iraqi players
and fans alike find a refug~ in
Athens for celebrating, bonding
and winning.

Want to Write
For the Sports
Sectio11?
Come to the
Budget
Meeting
Every
Tuesday at
7:oo p.m. and
Grab a Story.
The Hilltop
Office is
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2004 Howard Homecoming Steering Committee

Presents

'

Want to help continue a legacy?
Want to be a part of the most popular Howard tradition?
Want to start your Howard Homecoming Career off on the right foot?

Become a2004
Howard Homecoming
Volunteer
Attend the Official Volunteer Interest Meeting
When: Monday, August 30, 2004; 7:00PM
Where: Blackburn Center Forum

'}[award 'University Steering Committee
Presents
Phenomenon: '.An 'Eyisodic Occurrence

,.
I

._

.~

'Be3in tfiejourney honie...
'Become the 1iext
'Mr. or 'Miss '}{award 'University
Pfease 'Attend 'lriformationa [ 'lvt.eetin8s
'Tltursaay, 'A.uaust 2 6, 2 004
Located in tfie 'Forum OJ tfie :B(ack6urn Center
Or

'Tuesday, 'A.u8ust 31, 2004
Located in tfie 'Ifi((toy Loun8e tfie :B[ack6urn Center

of

:Botfi meetin8s wi[[ 6e8in
yromyt{y at 7 ym
'A.[[ 'lnterestea Persons are 'Ur8ed to 'Attend
'Any questions may 6e directed to '}{o[[and 'Diana jofinson in room 116

of tfie :B[ack6urn Center
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Holding Politicians to
Human Being Status

v

It's difficult not to be they didn't deserve just because
At the same time, elected
ashamedly glued to the televi- they spent late night hours in officials have to keep in mind
sion as an uncomfortable James the office, we have a problem.
that we chose them to represent
McGreevy admits to a homosexWe all know that people our views. We think that they
ual affair and announces that he make mistakes and affairs hap- are worthy to make decisions
will be resigning.
pen every day, though it doesn't for us, so we must be able to
It's easy to pass judgme- make sex scandals and lies right,
respect their decisions as well.
ment upon the former New it still is not our business.
Politicians have to assume a
J ersey governor's homosexuJob efficiency, keeping , degree of responsibility for their
al affair with an unidentified promises, making improveactions and remember that they
man, and upon
- - - -- - - - - -- -- are role models.
accusations of
They should
sexual advances
know that they're
from his forbeing held to an
mer Homeland
inhumane
stanSecurity Advisor,
dard of what is and
Golan Cipel.
isn't
acceptable
We have to
and make sure
wonder what we
they do their jobs
are really judgcorrectly to avoid a
ing here.
mess.
Is it McGreevey's job per- ments, and meeting the needs
Elected officials often pracformance or the fact that he of the constituents are what we
tice nepotism, sleep with interns
engages sexually with men that should be holding elected offiand make decisions we don't
we are all picking apart? We cials responsible for.
agree with every day, but onlJ
wonder how many more sex
Somehow we assume that a few are sloppy enough to get
scandals, embarrassed wives, all politicians should have percaught.
and resignations we will witness fect Jives, but in reality they
Instead of entertaining
until the country decides what have may have dark secrets hidfront-page scandals, we'd much
its priorities should be.
ing behind their Colgate smiles. rather see someone getting the
Understandably, if such an
Can we blame them?
job done.
affair or scandal presents a situHaven't we all done some
ation where a less qualified per- things we wouldn't want someson is appointed to a position body to know?

Our View:
Political officer's sex lives should
be private unless it hinders job
performance.

Welcoming Our AfricanAmerican First Lady
The sassy olive-colored
woman with brown curly hair
and a distinct accent, doesn't
look like your typical sister on
the block. She comes from a
continent so different from what
we are used to.
Additionally, her
Portuguese background and Heinz
enterprise doesn't
quite mirror the
African-American
experience.
However, when
we look at Teresa
Heinz-Kerry standing beside
the prospective president there
is something strange!) comforting and unique about her.
Surprisingly her roots are
in Mozambique and she proudly considers herself an AfricanAmerican, just as we do!
Initially, we all had some
raised eyebrows about her
claiming to be an AfricanAmerican.
We wondered if the notion
of the first African-American
First Lady could just be a gim
mick to get Blacks and minori-

ties to jump on the Kerry bandwagon.
Then we thought about the
reality of Teresa.
She was born in Africa and

Bush couldn't.
We appreciate the fact that
she stands behind what she
believes and actually takes a
verbal stand, similar to Hillary
Clinton.
We realize that
Teresa doesn't quite
look like us, but it
doesn't mean she
wouldn't have us in
mind.
\ Ve grin
at
the
thought
of
unco m fortable
Republicans having
to resort to demonizing her to desperately make us
mad at her ethnicity.
But how mad are we real-

Our View:
Teresa can clai111 she's
African-A1nerican if she keeps
the co1nmunity in mind.
most of us were not.
She spent more time in the
.Motherland than many of us
could ever dream of. So we
question our right to label and
categorize a woman of mixed
heritage and tell her what she
can consider herself(quite hypocritical we'd say).
Maybe Teresa's contributions to her homeland's Save
the Children Fund, her fight
against apartheid while studying in South Africa, or her
stronl.' willed "shovL if' attitude
can ease the fears a stuffy Laura

The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper
Rhasheema A. s,veeting
Managing Editor

ly?

Most Blacks haven't complained or spoken out against
this so we don't feel like it's a
big deal.
Yes, Mrs. Heinz-Kerry lived
in the more affluent part of a
segregated fl.tozambique, but at
this point we feel she could be
an asset if she pushes for our
needs once fvfr. Kerry steps into
office.

since she has never lived there.
Are we seeing a carpetbagger
resemblance? We also question his view that Mal)•land and
Illinois residents have the same
issues. We refuse Lo
entertain that comment because it is
clearly not the case.
We must also
shed light on the
fact that Mr. Keyes
has an unfortunate
loosing streak. He
has
campaigned
twice for both the Senator ot
Maryland and for the President
of the United States offices and
did not get elected. We do
recognize that both candidates
have their strong points and
their weak points. However,
here at The Hilltop we would
much rather see Obama in
office rather than elect a habitual looser who isn't personally connected to the state of
Illinois.

Our View:
''A Star is Born'' Let Barack
Shine
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Obama Makes GOP Ill
Barack Obama and Alan stone, but we must do some
Keyes Battle over Illinois
further investigating before we
Barack Obama 's name has start cheesing.
been a buzzword ever since he
Here at The Hilltop, we
graced the Democratic National wonder if this could be an effort
Convention with
his inspiring words
and familiar black
leader
persona
resembling a modern:day
Martin
Luther King, Jr.
or Malcolm X.
Something empowering took place as
the skinny multicultural man by scheming Republicans to
verbally put it down, driving split the black vote. What bethimself into household name ter way to confuse the black
status.
voter than to hand .gloves to
Obama grew up in Illinois two black candidates and put
and is appropriately running them in the ring? We hope
for Senator of his home state. this doesn't sway voters from
His opponent, Alan Keyes, Barack Obama, who has the
(who is not from Illinois) is issues of Illinois at heart.
running for the same office.
We also hope this doesn't
We feel proud that hvo high- become a crab-in-a barrel situly educated brothers share ation between two wonderful
the vision of leadership. This black candidates on opposite
marks the first time that two sides of the fence. We question
African-American candidates Keyes' hypocritical comment
are running against each other. about Hillary Clinton not being
We feel excited about this mile- a suitable New York Senator
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The Curl Revolution
tion.
of growing out my perm, I cut
My mother grew up in the my hair and we both staited
'"press-n-curl" days and until the over.
My hair grew back with tiny
si:\.th grade, I did too. Nowadays
It began with a four inch we have gels, moisturizers, and ringlets of thick curls, the same
cut, maybe more.
creams geared towards the curl- way in which it grew when I was
It was a shoulder-length bob conscious individual.
younger.
I thought made me look more
Back in the day this wasn't
It is hard to comb at times,
mature, since I am graduating the case.
and yes the look is different, but
this year. Even at age 22 P' •ople
M} blood is a combination since I cut my hair I've never
think I am still in my teens!
of German, Czech, and Black, looked into the mirror and not
Hot combing became too making my hair a mass of thick seen myself. No one can say this
much to handle so I decided kinky curls. My long hair had look isn't me. There is no blanto cut off the perm. With each to be washed, blow-dried, and ket, cover, and no lie I can use to
crisp snip of her scissors I wit- pressed with a hot comb off the get away from who I really am.
nessed the strands of my hair stove. After my first perm, the
It struts with one pretty litfalling to the ground without a time was cut to two hours but it tle curl wound around the foam
thud or a whisper.
broke my hair off significantly.
of a twisty rod and it blossoms
I always thought of my hair
When I look at pictutes of into the acceptance of a head of
as a blanket to protect myself my youth, my hair was beauti- natural hair.
from the world.
ful long, and healthy but by the
While it took way too long
At my n1ost vulnerable end of my second year in col- for us to accept the curl, I can't
times, it fell over my eyes like a lege, it was thin, short, dull and help but feel excited about the
curtain. But now that the che1n- lifeless.
day we learn to accept the kink,
icals that have masked my true
My mother, whom I love the L>eauty of the fro, the gorself are gone, I'm contemplating dearly and have always been geousness of ourselves. This is
who I really am.
close to, was diagnosed with my time to shine and bask in the
I've fully exposed a head full breast .:ancer in the summt.r of curl revolution.
of natural hair that is breathing 2002.
fresh air after ten years, showShe lost her hair through
ing the world my true curls.
radiation and chemotherapy.
Hair is everything to Black
After ID} mother's hair
folks.
starteci growing again she got
We use perms to straighten another perm because she said
and hope it will grow.
it was too thick and she couldn't
We spend money on prod- get a comb through it.
ucts (that don't work) to return
I wanted to share in the
our hair to the pre-perm condi- journey with her so, after a year

WEL.L, If: YOUR LOVE WA~
REAL TUI~ WOULDN'T
EVEN MA11ER, ~OOL!

KAREN DOMARASKY

Taking the Gift of Howard
Back to Nigeria
NWAJI JIBUNOH

I was born in Nigeria. I left
when I was six for England,
moved to the United States
when I was 13 and attended
school here.
I have always been a
Nigerian and my roots and ties
to my country are very strong.
However, with my experiences at Howard, living back in
Nigeria (since I left Howard last
fall) has truly been an interesting experience.
A lot of the luxuries that the
United States offers its citizens
and residents are almost scarce,
if not non-existent, in Nigeria.
The quality of life is overwhelming, to say the least, for
such a vast cultural group once
subjected to centuries of colonialism and decades of military
dictatorship.
However, I do not want to
send this article with the intention of sounding like a destitute
human being that believes that
the United States is truly the
home of the brave, nor in any

way shape or form do I w3.Ilt
to condemn Nigeria. I want to
highlight on how ID\' Howard
experience is bearing fruit
today.
As a Nigerian that attended
Howard, I must say that it was
one heck of an interesting experience.
New things were happening.
President H. Patrick Swygert
was in his first year, and he
proposed the first Strategic
Framework for Action, which I
must say has excelled with flying colors.
Howard had its challenges,
challenges that student government leaders ensured would
change for future generations to
folJow.
This experience has allowed
me to make a vast contrast
when I see online registration at
How:1rd, dormitories wired with
internet, voice, data, and cable
devices, a more organized freshman move in, the International
Pals finally getting recognition,
and a new Punch Out.
I underst3.Ild from my eiq>e-

rience and progress at Howard,
I can surely begin to develop my
people and catapult them significantly onto the world stage
utilizing our vast resources of
oil and gas, our diverse population, a great land mass (three
times the size of Texas), our
sheer ingenuity, and our desire
to be better people.
I will always love Howard
University.
I want to say that the greatest gift I received were the wonderful e>.i>eriences that enable
me to do what is I am doing
today.
To future graduates of
Howard, understand that you
wilJ soon begin to reap the benefits of what you might deem
only an interesting Howard
University experience.
I am currently Operations
Manager for Dolphin Properties
Nigeria Limited, and also
Director for Exposure Inc. (a
multi-faceted company that
deals with educational advising,
and social conscious building for
young invigorating Nigerians).

Change Clothes And Go Pro
SHAKASHAW

One of the most humorous
things about Howard is that
there is so much that goes on
that would only fly on this campus. The unfortunate side is
that many students take those
Ho.ward-exclusive
tendencies
and try to carry them over into
the real world. As a business
management major, I have gone
through the School of Business'
orientation program where students are required to wear suits.
However, it is clear that this
appearance training does not go
any farther than just wearing a
suit.
Though it may seem hard
to believe, the most miniscule
aspect of your appearance can
make or break your career.
Over the past year, many
high-powered professionals in
the legal, political, and corporate
fields expressed that they look
at appearance when considering
candidates because detail and
professionalism are qualities
that are apparent from outward

presentation. Filthy, overlong
fingernails or shoddy grooming
can decide the fate of an interview before you even open your
mouth.
On the Yard one day, I
noticed how many men I saw
wearing four, five, and six-button suits. That might be acceptable at church or on the stroll,
but showing up to Goldman
Sachs looking like Steve Harvey
would be foolish. Traditionally,
in a professional setting, men
wear either two or three-button suits. Also, a suit should fit.
You can't "thug out" a suit, but
you can look ridiculous in one
that's too baggy.
You can get an off-therack suit professionally tailored
for about $80-$100. If you're
going to wear a pocket square,
it should match your shirt not
your tie. Your tie should always
be darker than your shirt. Shirt
cuffs should stick out about
half an inch beyond your jacket
sleeve. The jacket itself should
be no longer and no shC1rter than

your thumb knuckle with your
hands at your sides.
I say all of this not to be
negative or overly critical. I say
this to create awareness for what
is expected outside of Howard
because standards are higher in
the real world. For Black students and especially men, it is
important that we put our best
foot forward in our work, our
speech, and our image.
Contact the author
mistershaw21@yahoo.com.
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ATI'ENTION ALL ARTS
A.ND SCIENCES
STUDENTS.
Interested in becoming a
men1ber of the Classboards
for the College of Arts and
Sciences?
If so.
there will be an interest
1nccting on
'Iliursday, Septcn1bcr 2,2004
at 7:00 ptn in the Blackburn
Center, Roon1 148
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OUT OF SCHOOL THIS
SEMESTER
Assist With 3-year-old
part-time.
Free rent and meals
Available NOW.
Interested?
Call
202-246-6650
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Weekly Bread
"Do you not know that in a race ·all the runner run, but
only one gets the prize? Run in such a way as to get the
prize ... I myself wilJ not be disqualified for the prize."
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